
Move backpack for laptops up
to 15.6” made from recycled
plastic bottles
Item No.  AC8560

For laptops up to 15.6 inch | made from recycled materials |

trolley strap

Laptop backpack suited for laptops up to 15.6 inch

Double inner lining for a better protection of your

DESCRIPTION

For laptops up to 15.6 inch | made from recycled materials | trolley strap

Laptop backpack suited for laptops up to 15.6 inch

Double inner lining for a better protection of your laptop

Separated inner compartment for storing your laptop and tablet safely

Additional compartments to store documents, stationery, peripherals and more

Ergonomic adjustable shoulder straps and padded back for better comfort

Convenient trolley strap

 Hoe kunnen we je helpen?

https://www.act-connectivity.com/en-us/


Water repellent material; made from recycled materials

Protect your laptop with the ACT AC8560 Move backpack for laptops up to 15.6 inch. This stylish and versatile

backpack offers space for storing your laptop, tablet, documents, stationery and more. The adjustable shoulder

straps and padded back panel ensure more comfort while wearing the Move backpack. Attach the backpack easily

to a suitcase with the trolley strap.

Organize your backpack with the separated compartments

The separated laptop compartment protects your laptop against damages. The Move Backpack is suited for laptops up to

15.6”. The special compartments can be used to store your tablet, documents, stationery, power adapter, mouse and other

peripherals. Even your water bottle can be stored in the outer pockets.

Designed for daily use

The Move Laptop Backpack is designed for daily use thanks to the padded back panel, adjustable shoulder straps and trolley

strap.

Made from recycled materials

The AC8560 Move Laptop Backpack is made from rPET material: recycled and repurposed plastic bottles.

SPECIFICATIONS

Product category Laptop bags

Collection MOVE

Type of bag Backpack

Protection 3 stars

Laptop size 15.6 inch

Laptop compartment 5 x 25 x 40 cm

Tablet size 10.1 Inch inch

Outside dimensions 9 x 29 x 41 cm

Compartments 5

Weight 0.680 kg

Volume 10 l

Material Recycled polyester (rPET)

Bag colour Grey

Warranty (years) 5

EAN code 8716065545241


